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Abstract: Gamification is the use of game design elements in non-game contexts and it is gaining momentum in a wide range of areas including education. Despite increasing academic research exploring the use of gamification in education little is known about teachers' main drivers and barriers to using gamification in their courses. Using a phenomenology approach, 16 online structured interviews were conducted in order to explore the main drivers that encourage teachers serving in Higher Education institutions to using gamification in their courses. The main barriers that prevent teachers from using gamification were also analysed. Four main drivers (attention-motivation, entertainment, interactivity, and easiness to learn) and four main barriers (lack of resources, students' apathy, subject fit, and classroom dynamics) were identified. Results suggest that teachers perceive the use of gamification both as beneficial but also as a potential risk for classroom atmosphere. Managerial recommendations for managers of Higher Education institutions, limitations of the study, and future research lines are also addressed.
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1. Introduction

Technological developments and teaching methodologies associated with them represent new opportunities in education but also a challenge for teachers of Higher Education institutions. Teachers must face questions regarding whether to implement new teaching methodologies in their courses based on their beliefs on expected outcomes, performance, costs, and benefits. For example, associated costs when implementing a new teaching technology in a course vary from personal costs (e.g. time devoted to preparing new teaching materials) to institutional costs (e.g. new equipment like digital blackboards or computers). Not less important are the uncertainty of the expected learning outcomes or students' satisfaction with the new teaching methodology. For example, previous research found that students show different attitudes towards active learning methodologies that demand a more proactive learning role on the student side (Liu and Littlewood, 1997). Moreover, previous research also found that students can show a resistant attitude towards active learning methodologies such as group-based projects (Livingstone and Lynch, 2000). Gamification represents such a challenge for teachers serving in Higher Education institutions as it is becoming a trending topic in education. Although gamification is not limited to the use of technology-driven games for educational purposes (for example, educational video games in the shape of serious games), educational video games account for a high percentage of all gamification efforts in education (for a review see: Boyle et al, 2016). These technology-driven educational games can challenge teachers’ attitude in terms of media literacy but also the uncertain outcomes when using gamification in their courses. On the one hand, it has been stated that the use of video games for educational purposes might motivate the new generations of students that have grown up in the age of video games (Glover, 2013). Educational video games can also motivate digital natives (Prensky, 2001) who make an intense use of technology and digital interactivity and for whom traditional learning methodologies do not appeal or motivate them anymore. Consequently, they have become disengaged with school and this disengagement has affected their learning outcomes (Simões, Díaz Redondo, and Fernández Vilas, 2013). It has also been stated that the fun and excitement provided by video games can highly motivate players (Ferguson and Olson, 2013) providing a huge potential for educational application (Cheng, She, and Annetta, 2015). On the other hand, the literature review offers mixed results regarding the effectiveness of gamification in education (Girard, Ecalle, and Magnan, 2013). It has been criticised that game-based learning often concerns repetition of cyclic content that provokes persistent re-engagement which tends to address lower-level learning goals rather than higher-level goals (Ma et al, 2007). This process can also elicit adverse effects in social interaction in team-based conditions (Brom et al, 2014).
In light of these mixed results, teachers can be challenged on the decision of whether to implement or not gamification in their courses. Academic literature acknowledges that teachers are the primary agents in introducing new teaching methodologies in their courses (Teo, 2008). Nevertheless, it has been pointed out that research on game-based learning has been largely ignoring the important role teachers play (Jong and Shang, 2015). Thus, the main goal of this study is to gain a better knowledge of factors acting as drivers or barriers for teachers to using gamification in their courses. A better understanding of teachers’ experiences and beliefs about the use of gamification can help both teachers interested in successfully implementing gamification in their courses and Higher Education managers interested in introducing gamification in their institutions.

Therefore, this study’s main goal is twofold: a) to explore the main drivers that encourage Higher Education teachers from using gamification in their courses, b) to explore the main barriers that prevent Higher Education teachers from using gamification in their courses. To achieve this goal, 16 online structured interviews were conducted and analysed using a phenomenology approach consisting of a constant comparative analysis via text mining.

This piece of research contributes to current academic literature in gamification providing useful insights on the main drivers that can fuel teachers’ use of gamification. It also provides information about the main barriers that can prevent teachers from using gamification. By identifying these drivers and barriers, the results of this research will contribute to Higher Education institutions policies regarding the adoption of gamification. Higher Education managers will find in this study useful insights to support teachers interested in using gamification in their courses.

This paper is structured as follows: firstly, we review literature on gamification to posit the research questions. Secondly, we present the method used and the results. Lastly, we address discussion, conclusions, managerial implications, limitations of the study, and future research lines.

2. The gamification of education

Although a game-based approach to education can be traced back to the sixties (Piaget, 1962) and the pioneer work of Abt (1970), Malone and Lepper (1987), and Loftus and Loftus (1983), the potential of using video games in education has been highlighted more recently (Prensky, 2001; Gee, 2003). Gamification has been defined as “the use of game design elements in non-game contexts” (Deterding et al., 2011, p. 9). Therefore, gamification focuses on game design and game mechanics. Deterding et al.’s (2011) approach contrasts gamification “against other related concepts such as serious games via the two dimensions of playing/gaming and parts/whole” (p. 5). One important conceptual implication of this approach is that there is no need for a “game” in gamification. Rather than using a game in the classroom, the teacher makes the class itself a game (Hanus and Fox 2015). Consistent with Deterding et al.’s (2011) definition of gamification, the gamification of education has been defined as “the use of game elements in a learning environment” (Simões, Díaz Redondo, and Fernández Vilas, 2013, p. 3).

The rationale behind applying game design elements to non-game contexts like education is that key psychological states elicited by games (e.g. immersion, flow, involvement) can help to increase individuals’ motivation, engagement, and performance in non-gaming activities. In education, it has been stated that through gamification ‘students could be motivated to learn in new ways or enjoy otherwise tedious tasks’ (Hanus and Fox, 2015, p. 152). It is assumed that the elements that make games fun along with the nature of games themselves are intrinsically motivating (Adams et al. 2012) so applying game elements and mechanics to the classroom may increase students’ intrinsic motivation to learn (Hanus and Fox, 2015).

Previous research found that using games or games elements in learning favours a trial-and-error process which makes mistakes recoverable (Hanus and Fox, 2015); gives students the freedom to fail without fear when learning (Lee and Hamer, 2011); provides immediate and frequent feedback (Kapp, 2012); tailors difficulty progression that facilitates scaffolded instruction based on each individual student’s needs (Hanus and Fox, 2015); offers a visual display of progress (e.g. using badges) (Kapp, 2012); and encourages motivation through competition (e.g. through leaderboards) (Camilleri, Busuttil, and Montebello, 2011). Previous research also found that lack of expertise in applying new methodologies or lack of resources are common barriers for teachers when applying technological innovations in the classroom (Mumtaz, 2000). Moreover, teachers can
face new technological developments in education as a threat and technological innovations can be a cause of much anxiety (Goodwyn, Adams, and Clarke, 1997). As gamification can be considered a technological innovation this study is focused on the main drivers and barriers teachers experience when using gamification.

3. Research questions

Literature review clearly suggests that teachers face different barriers when implementing game-based learning in their courses. For example, Demirbilek and Tamerb (2010) identified six main barriers in Lower Secondary and Upper Secondary School teachers to adopt game-based learning including classroom management problems and technical infrastructure (e.g. computers not working or power cuts). Teachers also expressed anxiety of not being able to complete all the curriculum topics if they use game-based learning. Bourgonjon et al. (2013) found that teachers were reluctant to use educational video games because they were not really convinced that educational video games are very useful for enhancing their job performance. This finding suggests that perceived value is an important driver to implementing pedagogical innovations. Hamari and Nousiainen’s (2015) findings suggest that educational video game adoption is affected by teachers’ perceived compatibility of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) with teaching, teachers’ perceived self-efficacy with ICT, teachers’ perceived supportive ICT organizational culture, teachers’ openness towards ICT, and teachers’ perceived value of educational video games. Therefore, teachers’ adoption of educational video games as a teaching methodology relies heavily not only on individual factors but also on social environment (e.g. supportive ICT organizational culture in the education institution) (Hamari and Nousiainen, 2015). This finding supports previous research that identified the key role teachers play in introducing pedagogical innovations in the classroom, especially technology-related innovations (Ketelhut and Schifter, 2011; Mumtaz, 2000). Ince and Demirbilek (2013) investigated Secondary and High School teachers’ perceptions about adopting educational video games in their courses finding two potential barriers: a) teachers viewed themselves as technically unprepared for computer usage skills needed to manage educational video games, and b) teachers expressed the necessity of increasing the amount of educational video games aligned with the curriculum.

As teachers are key agents in the teaching-learning process (Biesta, Priestley, and Robinson, 2015), and teachers play a key role in introducing pedagogical innovations in the classroom, especially technology-related innovations (Ketelhut and Schifter, 2011; Mumtaz, 2000), teachers’ beliefs of gamification will play a key role in implementing or not gamification in their courses. Therefore, this study focuses on the key drivers that encourage teachers to using gamification in their courses and the main barriers that prevent teachers from doing it. Therefore, we address as primary research questions teachers’ beliefs about the main drivers and barriers they experience when using gamification in their courses:

RQ1: which are the main drivers that teachers serving in Higher Education institutions find when using gamification in their courses?

RQ2: which are the main barriers that teachers serving in Higher Education institutions find when using gamification in their courses?

4. Method

A phenomenology approach was used in this research. Phenomenology aims to understand the meaning that daily events and experiences have for individuals (Maykut and Morehouse, 1994) and allow researchers to understand how individuals build up their own reality of the world. This reality is subjective, based on each individual meanings and interpretation of the world through experiences, and expressed through natural language. Data was gathered through online structured interviews on a sample of teachers serving in Higher Education institutions. Snowball sampling (Goodman, 1961; Biernacki and Waldorf, 1981) was used for selecting respondents in this study. Although snowball sampling is unlikely to obtain a representative sample because there is no real control of the snowball effect, this form of sampling is often used when it is impossible to identify beforehand all those who might fall into the project’s category of interest (Hall and Hall 1996).

The researchers forwarded an email to colleagues and acquaintances serving in Higher Education institutions asking for collaboration in this research. Respondents who have used gamification at least once in their classes were asked to answer an online structured interview (see Appendix 1) via a link provided in the email. Respondents were also asked to forward the email to colleagues and acquaintances serving in Higher
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Education institutions. The researchers used constant comparative analysis along with identified keywords via text mining to cluster the main themes. Intercoder reliability was 100% as all disagreements were discussed by the researchers until an agreement was reached.

4.1 Sample

A final sample of 16 online structured interviews of teachers serving in Higher Education institutions was analysed. Only interviews from teachers that reported having used gamification in their courses were analysed. Respondents’ age range is from 26 to 65, the average age of participants is 43.75 years old, and 56.25% are female. Of the sample, most of the respondents teach in the Degrees of Marketing (37.5%) and Business (25%). The average years of experience in using gamification is 2.25 years. Table 1 shows sample information.

Table 1: Sample information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GAMIFICATION EXPERIENCE</th>
<th>MAIN SUBJECT BEING TAUGHT</th>
<th>DEGREE</th>
<th>AGE</th>
<th>GENDER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>Principles of Marketing</td>
<td>Business</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>Marketing Research</td>
<td>Business</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>International Law</td>
<td>Law</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Marketing Research</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Introduction to Advertising</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>Psychology of Education</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>Clinical Psychology</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>Marketing Research</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Consumer Behaviour</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 years</td>
<td>International Marketing</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>Research Methods</td>
<td>Odontology</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 years</td>
<td>Marketing Research</td>
<td>Business</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Destination Marketing</td>
<td>Tourism</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Principles of Marketing</td>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Econometrics</td>
<td>Business</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Results

Data was analysed using text mining software Wordstats 7.0.11. RQ1 addressed teachers’ main drivers to use gamification in their courses. A word frequency analysis revealed that the most commonly used terms when teachers were asked about the main drivers they find when using gamification in their courses was students (number of cases=8) and motivation (n=8), followed by creativity (n=5), and entertainment (n=3). Top eleven keywords are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Results of the words frequency analysis for drivers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Driver</th>
<th>% PROCESSED</th>
<th>% TOTAL</th>
<th>NO. CASES</th>
<th>TF • IDF*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STUDENTS</td>
<td>4.19%</td>
<td>1.63%</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTIVATION</td>
<td>4.19%</td>
<td>1.63%</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREATIVITY</td>
<td>2.62%</td>
<td>1.02%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENTERTAINMENT</td>
<td>1.57%</td>
<td>0.61%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EASY</td>
<td>1.57%</td>
<td>0.61%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTENTION</td>
<td>1.05%</td>
<td>0.41%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEVELOPMENT</td>
<td>1.05%</td>
<td>0.41%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYNAMISM</td>
<td>1.05%</td>
<td>0.41%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMPATHY</td>
<td>1.05%</td>
<td>0.41%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INNOVATION</td>
<td>1.05%</td>
<td>0.41%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERACTIVITY</td>
<td>1.05%</td>
<td>0.41%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Term frequency weighted by inverse document frequency
Top keywords were clustered in four themes which emerged as the main drivers for teachers’ use of gamification in their courses: i) attention-motivation, ii) entertainment, iii) interactivity, and iv) easiness to learn. The attention-motivation theme is expressed by a respondent as follows:

‘Gamification increases student motivation because of the entertainment provided by the game’ (F1/48)

Innovation is related to this theme as teachers perceive that the novelty of using innovative methodologies (such as educational video games) in the classroom can increase students’ attention and motivation.

Entertainment is considered as intrinsic to games by teachers and they link the entertainment capacity of video games as a main driver to motivate students and draw attention to the learning activities. Interactivity is also an important theme linked to other constructs such as empathy and dynamism:

‘Using gamification in the classroom is more dynamic and interactive than traditional teaching methodologies’ (F2/55)

Finally, easiness is also a driver for some respondents to use gamification in their courses. Nevertheless, this easiness is not related to how easy it is for teachers to use gamification in their courses but how gamification facilitates students’ learning (easiness to learn):

‘It is easier for students to learn using this methodology’ (F3/42)

RQ2 addressed teachers’ main barriers when using gamification in their courses. A new word frequency analysis was run to answer this question. Results revealed that the most commonly used term when teachers were asked about the main barriers they find when using gamification in their courses was time (number of cases=9), followed by resources (n=5), methodology (n=4), students (n=4), and activities (n=4). Top eleven keywords are shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Results of the words frequency analysis for barriers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% PROCESSED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RESOURCES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METHODOLOGY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUDENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVITIES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TECHNICS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLASSES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJECT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATERIALS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSTS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Term frequency weighted by inverse document frequency.

Top keywords were clustered in four main themes which emerged as the main barriers for teachers’ use of gamification in their courses: i) lack of resources (time, training, classroom setting, and economic support), ii) students apathy (lack of interest), iii) subjects, and iv) classroom dynamics. Perceived lack of resources is expressed by a respondent as follows:

‘Much more time is needed in the process of designing and planning the (gamified) teaching activities. Moreover, you need many more resources to deliver these activities’ (M1/41)

Several respondents reported physical classroom setting as a barrier for gamified classes:

‘Case room type settings or classrooms with fixed seating are not conducive for simulations I use’ (M2/60)

The second identified theme –students’ apathy– is related to teachers’ beliefs about students’ lack of interest in gamified courses as a consequence of students’ lack of perceived usefulness of gamified courses:

‘I just used gamification once in my courses because students felt they were wasting their time’ (F4/51)
This “perceived waste of time” was the most used concept to describe students’ lack of interest in gamified courses:

“So many times the students are not used to gamified classes and they behave reluctantly to gamification because they feel they are wasting their time or they misunderstand the objectives addressed in the session when using gamification” (M3/34)

Another important theme is related to the subject being taught. Teachers referred to the subject they are teaching as an important barrier to using gamification:

‘I lack the knowledge to adapt gamification to the subject I teach’ (F5/35)

‘Gamification can be useful for some subjects but not for all. For me it is difficult to use gamification in subjects in which I must teach complex maths-related elements’ (M4/37)

Along with the specific characteristics of the subject being taught and teachers’ lack of knowledge to achieve the learning goals through gamification, another subject-related issue was teachers’ beliefs that gamification can prevent them from complying with the teaching schedule:

‘Tight learning schedule that does not allow for enough gamification’ (M5/46)

‘That there is often not the time for it, as bachelor students have a full calendar and we have a lot of material to go through together’ (F6/31)

Finally, classroom dynamics was also considered a main barrier for some respondents:

‘When I use gamification in my courses my colleagues teaching in classrooms nearby criticise the laughter and noise coming from my classroom’ (M6/56)

One respondent broadened the effects of classroom dynamics to managers:

‘Managers do not like gamification because they think students should be seated and quiet while listening to the lecture’ (F7/36)

Table 4 summarises the main identified drivers and barriers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRIVERS</th>
<th>ITEMS</th>
<th>BARRIERS</th>
<th>ITEMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attention-motivation</td>
<td>Increases student attention to learning materials</td>
<td>Lack of time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increases student motivation</td>
<td>Lack of training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learning while having fun</td>
<td>Inappropriate classroom setting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Active learning</td>
<td>Lack of economic support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Empathy</td>
<td>Perceived waste of time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Easier than traditional learning</td>
<td>Does not fit subject</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Does not fit subject schedule</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom dynamics</td>
<td>Disturbs classroom/university atmosphere</td>
<td>Potential conflict with other teachers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6. Discussion

Our findings suggest four main drivers that encourage teachers to use gamification in their courses. The first one, attention-motivation, assumes that gamification is able to draw students’ attention to the learning materials and increase students’ motivation to learn. This finding is consistent with previous research that found that educational games draw attention and increased motivation of learners (Su and Cheng, 2015) and is linked to the intrinsic entertaining nature of games. Attention and motivation are key factors in the learning
The main goal of this research was to explore teachers’ main drivers and barriers when using gamification in their courses. Four main drivers and four main barriers were found suggesting that teachers can perceive gamification both as a benefit but also as a potential harm. More specifically, four main drivers were identified as contributing to teachers’ intentions of using gamification in their courses: i) teachers’ beliefs about the capacity of gamification to draw students’ attention, ii) teachers’ beliefs that the entertaining nature of gamification can motivate students to learn, iii) teachers’ beliefs that gamification can contribute to a more interactive learning, and iv) teachers’ beliefs that gamification can facilitate students’ learning. This research also identified four main barriers that can prevent teachers from using gamification in their courses: i) lack of resources (including time to prepare gamified activities and classroom setting), ii) students’ lack of interest in gamification, iii) teachers’ beliefs about the suitability of gamification for the subjects they teach, and iv) classroom dynamics (exciting and playful atmosphere) that eventually might harm college atmosphere.
On the one hand, teachers perceive that gamification can increase students’ attention and motivation for learning. This seems of special relevance to teaching younger generations of students who are no longer interested in traditional pedagogical approaches to learning. Therefore, teachers perceive that by using gamification they can better attract students’ attention and enhance their motivation to learn. Moreover, this motivation comes from the entertaining nature of gamification itself providing students with an intrinsic motivation to learn (learning is fun). The interactive nature of gaming can also benefit students’ trial-and-error learning processes and might increase students’ involvement during the learning process. This learning approach is aligned with a constructivist approach to learning which places students at the centre of the learning process and fosters learning by doing in an increasing trend of a competencies-based education. Finally, teachers also believe that gamification facilitates students’ learning better that other teaching methodologies. On the other hand, teachers perceive that gamification challenges them in several ways. One main barrier for teachers to use gamification in their courses is the perceived lack of resources including time to prepare gamified activities, lack of knowledge on gamification, and inappropriate classroom setting for gamified activities. Teachers seem to need organizational support (including Teacher Training Programmes) to overcome these limitations. Another main barrier is teachers’ beliefs that students do not always value the effort they put into introducing gamified activities in their courses. Teachers’ perceptions of students’ lack of interest in gamified activities deserves further research, but it might be related to students’ beliefs that they are “not learning, just playing”. Therefore, teachers should carefully design gamified activities so students can perceive the learning value in the activity and respond to the activity in the way teachers expect, that is, highly motivated towards the gamified activity. Subject fit seems another barrier for teachers as some teachers perceive gamification is not suitable for all subjects. Nevertheless, academic literature suggests that a gamification approach to education can be used in a wide range of subjects including Newtonian physics (Shute, Ventura and Kim, 2013), health education (Sung, Hwang and Yen, 2015), veterinary education (De Bie and Lipman, 2012), energy education (Yang, Chien & Liu 2012), language teaching (Reinders and Wattana, 2014), citizenship education (Lim and Ong, 2012), and nanotechnology (Blonder and Sakhnini, 2012) to name a few. Our findings suggest that teachers might not be totally aware of the potential of gamification in education believing that gamification can be applied only to a limited number of subjects. Therefore, Teacher Training Programmes can be used to broaden teachers’ perspective and applications of gamification. Finally, although enhancing classroom dynamics is a positive outcome of gamified classes, our findings also suggest that some teachers seem to feel that excessive excitement and fun provided by gamified activities can affect negatively overall atmosphere in the university. Moreover, gamified activities might damage teachers’ relationships with other colleagues who disapprove the use of gamification in the classroom when uncontrolled noise arises during gamified activities. Teachers seem to believe that if they are not carefully controlling gamified activities these events could become a potential source of conflict with colleagues.

From a managerial point of view, managers in Higher Education institutions should pay attention to all barriers identified in this research if they are interested in implementing gamified courses at their institutions. Previous research found that it is important for teachers to feel supported by their institution’s leadership (Kington et al., 2012). In this case, leadership support could come in the shape of more resources to use gamification in the classroom including special Teacher Training Programmes focused on the use of gamification in education. Otherwise, teachers might perceive that managers promote traditional teaching methods, that is “students seated and quiet while listening to the lecture”, over more active methodologies that can alter classroom atmosphere. Managers can also provide resources in the shape of classroom settings suitable for gamification activities.

One main limitation of this exploratory study is the convenience sample used. Because snowball sampling does not allow controlling the sample at a demographic level, the average age of participants is high therefore providing a biased perception of teachers’ drivers and barriers when using gamification in Higher Education institutions. Future research should control this variable to overcome this limitation using a wider age range that better represents the target population. Another sample limitation is that most of the respondents teach in Marketing and Business Degrees (62.5%) with other Degrees being underrepresented in the sample. Future research should control this variable to overcome the bias in this study.

Other variables besides those identified in this exploratory study can affect teachers’ use of gamification in their courses. Previous research found that personal factors such as teachers’ perceived compatibility of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) with teaching, teachers’ attitude towards ICT, and teachers’ openness towards ICT affects teachers’ adoption of educational video games (Hamari and
Nousiainen, 2015). Therefore, teachers’ openness towards new pedagogical approaches, teachers’ innovativeness, and teachers’ teaching style might affect their use of gamification. Culture affects human behaviour, so future research should consider culture as a moderating variable to replicate this study on a cross-cultural basis. This seems especially important because gamification usually involves students playing group activities. Because some cultures rank higher in individualism versus collectivism (Hofstede, 1991) more research is needed to gauge the cultural differences that affect the use of gamification as a teaching-learning methodology.
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Appendix 1. Interview questions

1. Have you ever used gamification in your courses? (filter question)
2. How long have you been using gamification in your courses?
3. Please describe in your own words the type/s of gamification activity you mostly use in your courses
4. Please describe the main drivers that encourage you to use gamification in your courses
5. Please describe the main barriers that prevent you from using gamification in your courses